ARTICLE 17 - REDUCTION OF TARIFFS AND ELIMINATION OF PREFERENCES

1. Amendments to rules for negotiations
   Item 42 - adjustment of custom duties to compensate for internal taxes or charges reduced or eliminated under Articles 18 and 35 (Venezuela) (see document E/CONF.2/C.3/6, Corr.2)

2. Failure to negotiate; role of Organization (Tariff Committee)
   Item 26 - second sentence (Uruguay)
   Item 38 - (Uruguay)
   Item 39 - (Peru)
   Item 43 - (Peru and Uruguay)

3. Relationship of new or existing bilateral agreements to obligations under Article 17.
   Items 45 and 47 - (Norway and Geneva Note)

4. Relationship of negotiations leading to General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade to obligations under Article 17
   Item 44 - (United States)